Why Putting Solar Canopies on Parking Lots Is a Smart Green Move
by Richard Conniff
Nov. 22, 2021 (abridged) – Solar farms are proliferating on undeveloped land, often harming ecosystems.  But placing solar canopies on large parking lots offers a host of advantages: making use of land that is already cleared, producing electricity close to those who need it, and even shading cars.
Fly into Orlando, Florida, and you may notice a 22-acre solar power array in the shape of Mickey Mouse’s head in a field just west of Disney World.  Nearby, Disney also has a 270-acre solar farm of conventional design, on former orchard and forest land.  Park your car in any of Disney’s 32,000 parking spaces, on the other hand, and you won’t see a canopy overhead generating solar power (or providing shade) — not even if you snag one of the preferred spaces for which visitors pay up to $50 a day.
This is how it typically goes with solar arrays.  We build them on open space rather than in developed areas.  That is, they overwhelmingly occupy croplands, arid lands, and grasslands, not rooftops or parking lots, according to a global inventory published last month in Nature.  In the United States, for instance, roughly 51% of utility-scale solar facilities are in deserts; 33% are on croplands; and 10% are in grasslands and forests.  Just 2.5% of U.S. solar power comes from urban areas. 
The argument for doing it this way can seem compelling: it is cheaper to build on undeveloped land than on rooftops or in parking lots.  And building alternative power sources fast and cheap is critical in the race to replace fossil fuels and avert catastrophic climate change.  It’s also easier to manage a few big solar farms in an open landscape than 1,000 small ones scattered across urban areas.
But that doesn’t necessarily make it smarter.  Undeveloped land is a rapidly dwindling resource.  And what’s left is under pressure to deliver a host of other services we require from the natural world — growing food, sheltering wildlife, storing and purifying water, preventing erosion, and sequestering carbon, among others.
And that pressure is rapidly intensifying.  By 2050, in one plausible scenario from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), supplying solar power for all our electrical needs could require ground-based solar on 0.5% of the total land area of the United States.  To put that number in perspective, NREL senior research Robert Margolis says it’s “less land than we already dedicate to growing corn ethanol for biofuels.” 
It works out, however, to 16,000 square miles.  Because it is more efficient to generate power close to customers, some states could end up with as much as 5% of their total land area — and 6.5% in tiny Rhode Island — under ground-based solar arrays, according to the NREL study.  If we also ask solar power to run the nation’s entire automotive fleet, says Margolis, that adds another 7,800 square miles.  It’s still less than half the 31 million acres of cropland eaten up in 2019 to grow corn for ethanol, a notoriously inefficient climate change remedy.
Despite the green image, putting solar facilities on undeveloped land is often not much better than putting subdivisions there.  Developers tend to bulldoze sites, “removing all of the above-ground vegetation,” says Rebecca Hernandez, an ecologist at the University of California at Davis.  That’s bad for insects and the birds that feed on them.  In the Southwest deserts where most U.S. solar farms now get built, the losses can also include “1,000-year-old creosote shrubs, and 100-year-old yuccas,” or worse.  The proposed 530-MegaWatt Aratina Solar Project around Boron, California, for instance, would destroy almost 4,300 western Joshua trees, a species imperiled, ironically, by development and climate change.  (It is currently being considered for state protected status.)  In California, endangered desert tortoises end up being translocated, with unknown results, says Hernandez.  And the tendency to cluster solar facilities in the buffer zones around protected areas can confuse birds and other wildlife and complicate migratory corridors.
The appeal of parking lots and rooftops, by contrast, is that they are abundant, close to customers, largely untapped for solar power generation, and on land that’s already been stripped of much of its biological value. 
A typical Walmart super-center, for instance, has a 5-acre parking lot.  It’s a wasteland, especially if you have to sweat your way across it under an asphalt-bubbling sun.  Put a canopy over it, though, and it could support a 3-MegaWatt solar array, according to a recent study co-authored by Joshua Pearce of Western University in Ontario.  In addition to providing power to the store, the neighboring community, or the cars sheltered underneath, says Pearce, the canopy would shade customers — and keep them shopping longer, as their car batteries top up.  If Walmart did that at all 3,571 of its U.S. super centers, the total capacity would be 11.1 GigaWatts of solar power — roughly equivalent to a dozen large coal-fired power plants.  Taking account of the part-time nature of solar power, Pearce figures that would be enough to permanently shut down 4 of those power plants. 
And yet solar canopies are barely beginning to show up in this country’s endless acreage of parking lots.  The Washington, D.C., Metro transit system, for instance, has just contracted to build its 1st solar canopies at 4 of its rail station parking lots, with a projected capacity of 12.8 MegaWatts.  New York’s John F. Kennedy International Airport is now building its 1st, a 12.3 MegaWatt canopy costing $56 million.  Evansville (Indiana) Regional Airport, however, already has 2, covering 368 parking spaces, at a cost of $6.5 million.  According to a spokesperson, the solar canopy earned a $310,000 profit in its 1st year of operation, based on premium pricing of those spaces and the sale of power at wholesale rates to the local utility....
One reason such facilities are still scarce is that building solar on developed land can cost anywhere from 2 to 5 times as much as on open space.  For a parking lot canopy, says Pearce, “you’re looking at more substantial structural steel with a fairly substantial concrete base.”  It’s like putting up a building minus the walls.  For a public company fixated on quarterly results, the payback time of 10 or 12 years can also seem discouragingly long.  But that’s the wrong way to look at it, says Pearce.  “If I can give you a greater-than-4% return on a guaranteed infrastructure investment that will last for 25 years minimum,” that’s a smart investment.  It’s also possible to avoid the upfront cost entirely, with a 3rd-party business or non-profit paying for the installation under a power purchase agreement.
One other reason for the persistent scarcity, according to Blocking The Sun, a 2017 report from Environment America, a Denver-based coalition of state environmental groups, is that utility and fossil fuel interests have repeatedly undermined government policies that would encourage rooftop and parking lot solar.  That report described anti-solar lobbying by the Edison Electric Institute, representing publicly-owned utilities; the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), a lobbying group known for inserting right-wing language into state laws; the Koch-funded Americans for Prosperity; and the Consumer Energy Alliance, a fossil fuel-and-utility front group, among others. 
Throwing Shade, a 2018 report from the Center for Biological Diversity, gave a failing grade to 10 states for policies that actively discourage rooftop solar.  These states — Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin — represent 1/3 of the nation’s rooftop solar potential, but delivered just 7.5% in 2017.  They typically make it difficult for homeowners or property owners to install solar and connect it to the grid, or they prohibit a 3rd party from paying for the installation.  Most also lack a net-metering policy, or otherwise limit the ability of solar customers to feed the excess energy they produce by day into the grid, to be credited against what they take back at other times.  Most also lack renewable-portfolio standards, which would require utilities to generate, or purchase, a portion of their electricity from renewable energy sources.
It’s possible to overturn such rules.  In 2015, a Nevada power company pushed the public utility commission to approve measures penalizing rooftop solar.  A voter backlash soon drove the legislature, in a unanimous vote, to override the commission and restore pro-solar regulations.  Voters could also go a step further and push state and local governments to encourage smarter solar power siting, with tax breaks for rooftop and parking solar, and also, says Rebecca Hernandez, for solar installations that incorporate multiple technical and ecological benefits.
That could mean added state incentives to build solar farms on brownfields, closed landfills, or degraded farmland, and not on more fragile or productive ecosystems.  According to a 2019 Nature study, U.S. degraded lands now cover an area twice the size of California, with the solar potential to supply more than 1/3 of the nation’s electrical power.  It could also mean incentives for new technologies.  For instance, “floatovoltaics” — solar panels floating on inland canals, wastewater lagoons, and other water bodies—are cheaper to build and more efficient because of natural cooling.  In some circumstances, they also benefit wildlife, attracting herons, grebes, cormorants, and other waterfowl, probably to feed on fish attracted to the shade underneath....
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